
No Sense is an electronic music 
project that focuses on contamination, 
especially improvisation and 
experimentation. The project was 
born from the collaboration between 
the DJ and producer Pierpaolo Effe, 
Cosimo Lagioia and Enrico Elia Ze, 
artists with totally different 
backgrounds (musical theater, 
mediterranean folk music, electronic 
and club sounds) but sharing the 
same curiosity for the study of 
processing the frequencies of 
experimental and minimal electronic 
music. The musicians play two 
keyboards in total freedom and, 
thanks to a last generation console 
consisting of a computer and a 

controller, also Pierpaolo Effe plays in total improvisation, composing the bases on the 
soundtracks of the instrumentalists, the rhythms, tones and effects, all thought and delivered 
on the fly, reaching a real live interaction. 
 
In the No Sense project, the electronic music bases, sampled and looped live, blend in with the 
melodies, the distortions and sound textures issued by two keyboards facing each other, 
forming an ambitious and athletic performance. Added to this, is the vocal game expressed by 
Enrico Elia Ze, distorted and modified by the latest generation of software. 
 
 
video infos 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzkW26SKTig  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vqr_IS2mSxA  
 
more infos 
http://www.pierpaoloeffe.com/progetti/no-sense-live  

 
music demo 
http://soundcloud.com/pierpaoloeffe/no-sense-live-at-bloom-demo  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  
 
 
 
pierpaolo effe 
 
Dj, music maker and producer, after a long time 
working in art directions and public relations in the 
best clubs of Puglia region from 1989 to 1996, 
in 1997 pierpaolo effe thinks to propose his music 
mixing deep sonority of typical "bukemian" 
drum'n'bass of London City with 4/4 beat getting a 
swaying electronic house music. With a lot of 
collaborations with most famous local dj's, he 
participates to events like the italian Numark dj 
contest 2008, the Moog Fest with Carl Craig, Friday 
Music Delicious, Farfly most popular southern party 
and his dj sets in the gorgeous indian sunsets of 
Anjuna Beach in Goa passing for various night 
performances in the cool clubs of his town (Zenzero 
Club, Divinae Follie, etc) with djs and producers like 
Sascha Funke, Seth Troxler, Ryan Crosson, Lorenzo 
LSP, Idriss D, Sonja Moonear, Britta Arnold, 
Alexander Stone, Andrea Fiorito. From 2008 to 
2010 pierpaolo effe conducts a radio network audio show called Effe Night based on electronic 
music, experiences, record houses, popular parties and all of that concerns underground 
culture. On 16th december 2011 pierpaolo effe presents his first album 2dUeTs with 
collaboration of many jazz, swing, classical musicians edited by Jean rec. and Redland rec. 
label. On 2013 he wins the contest for Giugliett'e Romè film/theatrical representation with 
"Mael" track. On september 2013 pierpaolo effe makes 2duets performances with cosimo lagioia 
(live accordion) at magneet festival in Amsterdam. Actually he's resident dj at the stile libero, 
MoMò bar, Rifugio Sonoro and Bloom Beach Bar and he's working to make a contaminated 
live jam sessions with real jazz musicians (Poltiglia jam session, 2dUeTs and no sense live 
projects) to the purpose of transforming his console in a tipical musical tool 
 
 
Info links 
www.pierpaoloeffe.com  
soundcloud.com/pierpaoloeffe 
www.mixcloud.com/pierpaoloeffe/ 
http://www.residentadvisor.net/dj/pierpaoloeffe 
http://www.pugliasounds.it/it/169/pierpaolo_effe/1309/ 

 
 
 
 



Cosimo Lagioia 
 
Cosimo Lagioia was born in Bari on 07/11/1979. 
From 1986 to 1989, he was a student of the 
master accordionist Domenico Dimodugno; from 
1990 to 1992 he followed the teacher Michele 
Maiellari and from 1993 to 1998, he attended the 
Piccinni Conservatory of Music. 
From 1999 to 2004 he joined a rock-progressive 
band as a keyboardist, with Stefano Fiore on 
guitar and vocals, Mario Pinto on bass, Enzo 
Manzari on the drums. Together they had 
numerous gigs in their hometown Bari and in 
other italian cities such as Bologna, Florence, 
Milan and Rimini. 
In 2005 he became an accordionist for the swing 
trio composed by Monica Macchia on guitar and 
vocals and Vito Gnappo on the saxophone. 
From 2005 to 2010, while keeping as his first 
commitment his swing training, he collaborated as 
accordionist and keyboardist with various 
musicians, such as: Gianluca Quaranta, Dario 
Mattoni, Davide Ramuni, Michele Campanella, 
Guy Portoghese, Nico Boccuzzi, Nico Caldarulo 
and Silvio Gelao (From Suoni Mudu') Filomena De Leo, Mario Grassi and Gianluca 
Lattanzio. 
In 2010 he joined as keyboardist, the reggae band from Bari Rhomanife, a large group that 
plays with the roots of the reggae scene born between the late eighties and early nineties. 
Currently the band is composed by one of the two founders, Giovanni Somma as the vocalist, 
Giuseppe Ditaranto on the bass, Francesco Bartoli on the drums, Francesco Steo on guitar, 
Nicola Boccuzzi on guitar, Enzo Parisi on percussion, Filomena De Leo as backing vocalist 
and Valeria as the fourth chorister. The band has released 2 albums to date: 'Love Song' and 
'In The Sky'. They performed numerous concerts in Italy and other countries such as Malta 
(White Night in Valletta), Czech Republic during the last year and many more dates even 
outside the national territory. Their great return in the Czech Republic has seen their show 
being booked for eight concerts, including the Kross Club in Prague and the Reggae Vibes 
Festival. Rhomanife performed also 4 concerts in Spain and 3 dates in Greece. Their latest 
dates in Italy include that of 02/11/2012 at Live Club in Milan, opening for Junio Kelly. 
During the same year, in parallel with the various commitments, Cosimo has joined a whole 
new collaboration with the DJ and producer from Bari,  Pierpaolo Effe: a project based on the 
contamination and live interaction of the sound of the accordion and the electronic melodies 
stemming from various samplers and music software. Together they had a successful run of 
performances in the nightclubs of Bari. 
 
 



 
Enrico Elia Ze 
 
Enrico is the pianist, keyboardist and 
programming man for U'Papun, the famous 
band from Bari. They are not only to be 
heard, but especially to be seen: in addition to 
stage presence and the bursting sound, they 
complete the show with theatrical roles on a 
diverse range, from the comical to the mask, the 
ironic to the dramatic. The band has opened 
for numerous artists including Teresa de Sio, 
Morgan, Marta sui Tubi and Folkabbestia. 
They participated in several local and national 
festivals, won numerous competitions and 
collaborated with several artists of the national 
music scene such as Goran Kuzminac , Suoni 
Mudu', and Caparezza. From the collaboration 
with Caparezza, the first single "L' 
Appapparenza" was born. The track is 
included in the album debut of the band, 
"Fiori Innocenti" and deals with the obsession 
of appearance in the present days. It showcases 
an interesting ironic game of views between an 
emerging band and the famous Caparezza. 
 
U'Papun is a surprising mix of rock and folk 
with ethnical roots that blends in with the 
tradition of Italian theatre and song crafting, all to discover... 
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